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Who are we?
Conversr is the first-of-its-kind, award-winning, AI-powered SMS CX platform for enterprise. We 

specialise in helping businesses access turn-key interactive conversational-AI SMS solutions at a 

click of a button. 

National Breast Cancer Foundation (NBCF)
NBCF is Australia’s leading national body funding game-changing breast cancer research with 

money raised entirely by the Australian public. Their mission is to stop deaths from breast cancer. 

The Problem
Many not-for-profits like NBCF face common challenges around connecting and motivating their 

donors and fundraisers. Getting them to answer an email is hard, and getting them to answer a 

phone call is even harder. So how do you build and nurture relationships with your supporters?

Phone calls are best (if you can get them to answer) but require a lot of time and resources. And 

without a personalised journey, getting contributions can be more difficult. That's why NBCF 

partnered with our award-winning AI-powered SMS customer experience product, Conversr, for 

their peer-to-peer 2018 GO PINK campaign.

Introduction
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Conversr has one big advantage: it can create 

conversations on a large scale using minimal resources. 

With AI, it predicts the type of interactions that your 

donors or fundraisers needs. For example, it can answer 

frequently asked questions, provide tools and resources, 

and motivate your supporters to take action. And with 

SMS, these conversations are brief, immediate, and 

personal. 

If Conversr can't answer a question or if the conversation 

requires human input, it notifies an agent to take action.

To the right, you'll find two sample journeys. These are the 

type of conversations that Conversr can have all on its 

own, automatically.

Reactivation Journey Sample Fundraising Journey Sample

Hi Amy, it’s Sally from National Breast 
Cancer Foundation here 😊. Quickly 
checking in to see if you’d like to be 
part of Go Pink again this year? We’d 
love to have you, but I noticed your 
name missing from my list. Let me 
know and I’ll get you sorted. ❤

Text Message

Yes - I’d love to Sally! 😃 Count me 
in. I’ve been meaning to get back to 
you.

Just in a meeting right now. Should 
be wrapped up in about 20 minutes 
though...

Ok fantastic. I’ll give you a call in a 
min to grab your details and get you 
set up. Speak soon! ☎

Ok no worries Amy. Thanks for 
letting me know. Will call you 
shortly after.

5:51

114

4G

Sally

Text Message

5:51

115

4G

Katie

Hey Amy, it’s Katie from GO PINK here. 
Just wanted to quickly introduce myself 
and say hi! We’re so thankful to have you 
on board for GO PINK this year. It’s shaping 
up to be a lot of fun! I’ll keep in touch, but 
feel free to save my number in your phone. 
If you have any questions, let me know. 
Have a great day! Katie :)

Thanks Katie! Looking forward to it! 😊 

You’re welcome!

GO PINK
youtube.com

The Solution
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National Breast Cancer Foundation (NBCF)

The 2018 GO PINK campaign had incredible results compared to the previous year. It had a 

monumental 1414% return on investment. And on days where Conversr interacted with 

fundraisers, donations spiked. Here are some of the highlights.

Campaign Highlights

Return on Investment: 1414%

Response Rate: 68% (people who responded

to a conversation)

Total SMS Sent: 35,000

Opt-out Rate: 0.65%

Fundraisers: 48% (up 10% from previous year) 

Average Dollar Raised: $901 (up 58% from previous year)

Total Contacts: 1,700

Campaign Period: June 5 - 24, 2018

As an organisation, we pride ourselves 

on being donor centric. We want each 

and every one of our supporters to feel 

like they are treated as individuals and 

not as a generic collective. The 

implementation of the Conversr 

Fundraiser Journey allowed us to deepen 

engagement, and create an emotional 

connection on scale with our supporters 

in a way like never before. This has 

resulted in an uplift in fundraising 

income that has surpassed any other 

channel before it.
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Lisa from NBCF
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